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"THIS pandemic has spread faster than any disease in modern history." The first words spoken in *Resident Evil 3* make an instant impression in the era of covid-19. They form part of that horror-movie cliché, the opening newsreel, alongside briefings from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and images of people wearing face masks.

But ripped from the-headlines this is not -- the game is a remake of *Resident Evil 3: Nemesis*, which was released for the original PlayStation in 1999. The new version has been in the works for some time, and its release in these troubled times is a coincidence, but one that highlights the divide we will increasingly see between pre- and post-pandemic fiction.

Jacob also recommends...**GameDead Space**PC, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360Visceral Games*How do you make zombies ever scarier? Put them in space.* Dead Space *is a sci-fi twist on the* Resident Evil *survival horror formula that sees you play as Isaac Clarke, an engineer sent to investigate a strange distress signal coming from a mining ship. The zero-G segments are particularly intense.*

The first *Resident Evil* game, released in 1996, essentially invented the "survival horror" genre, in which players are given limited resources while they face a variety of creepy foes. It takes place in a spooky mansion where police officers Jill Valentine and Chris Redfield have been sent to investigate a disturbance and, well, it goes very badly.

At the heart of the *Resident Evil* franchise is the T-virus, a fictional infection that turns people into zombies. After puzzling your way through the mansion as either Valentine or Redfield (you choose who to play as), you discover a secret, underground lab owned by the Umbrella Corporation. The sinister conglomerate has engineered the T-virus into a bioweapon -- which, I hasten to add, has been thoroughly debunked as an origin for the coronavirus -- and kicked off the zombie apocalypse.

"*Resident Evil 3* is pre-pandemic fiction, at odds with an era in which health workers are lauded as heroes"

As the series progresses, the virus spreads through the wider population. Soon the whole of the fictional Racoon City has been infected and zombified. When *Resident Evil 3* picks up the story, Valentine is attempting to escape the city while being pursued by the monstrous Nemesis, an unstoppable mutant created by Umbrella that you confront in a series of escalating boss fights.

It all feels very like a B-movie, but I couldn\'t help experiencing it as a mirror of our current world, albeit one that is far more extreme. Steering Valentine through the city streets, trying to keep away from the shambling hordes, I felt as if I were practising a severe form of social distancing: on the rare occasions I go to a supermarket now, I find myself dodging people in the aisles in an effort to stay the required 2 metres away from them.

Things got weirder when I explored another horror-movie trope, the creepy abandoned hospital. A note left by a nurse read: "We\'ve called in our off-duty staff. It\'s all hands on deck now. We have got to contain this chaos!"

Of course, none of this was created with the coronavirus in mind, and the analogy breaks down further with the portrayal of scientists as villains. The Umbrella Corporation\'s evil scientists mark *Resident Evil 3* out as pre-pandemic fiction, totally at odds with an era in which chief medical officers have become household names and healthcare workers are lauded as national heroes.

The 9/11 attacks hugely influenced video games, giving rise to modern military shooters such as *Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 4* that moved away from the second world war and sci-fi settings normally associated with the genre. Similarly, I expect we will see many heroic scientists in fiction in the coming years.
